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In the present study bond formation reactions between soot precursors and their role in the soot inception process is investigated.
The soot precursors were generated in macroscopic detailed gas-phase kinetic calculations and according to certain criteria introduced in simulation boxes to model bond formation between soot precursor molecules with reactive force field molecular dynamics
modeling. The impacts of temperature, fuel mixture and equivalence ratio have been investigated on the rate and structure of the
newly formed molecules. The resulting structures compare well to previously reported experimental results. Furthermore, the bond
formation rate between PAH is found to be linearly correlated with the temperature at which the PAH precursors are generated,
while fuel and equivalence ratio do not have a direct impact on the reaction rate. The generated growth structures are lumped in: 1)
directly linked, 2) aliphatically linked and 3) pericondensed polycyclic hydrocarbons. It is found that the amount of aliphatically
linked PAH increases with the amount of aliphatic content of fuel mixture. Finally, a reaction scheme is presented displaying the
most representative reaction pathways to form growth structures in each lumping class and their eventual interconversion. The
present work – that applies a combined approach of macroscopic gas-phase kinetic calculations and atomistic reactive force field
simulations – offers a good alternative to obtain structural differences of nascent soot for a broad range of thermodynamic conditions and detailed reaction mechanisms for soot inception process.

Introduction
Soot particles are carbonaceous products formed due to incomplete combustion of the feedstock. They originate from
several sources, such as furnaces, forest fires, turbines or
internal combustion engines among others. Soot particles
have been shown to have a hazardous impact on human health.
Inhaled nanoparticles are deposed in the respiratory tract and
due to diffusion, they can readily penetrate through the whole
body.1 Especially the smaller particles have been shown to be
more harmful.2 Another concern is the influence of soot particles on global climate change. Indeed, soot has been ranked as
the second main source for radiative forcing.3 Soot particles
do not only contribute to global warming due to solar radiation
absorption, but their deposition on ice and snow and the mixing in oceans and clouds also have significant effects on radiative balance and weather patterns according to their nanostructure.4,5
Soot basic structural units (BSU) consist of a stack of several
parallel polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) exhibiting some
amount of curvature. The length of the polyaromatic layers
within a BSU may differ and varies between BSU.6 The quantity of soot generated and the nanostructure of the particles
largely depend on their formation conditions. High-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) studies by
Vander Wal et al. showed that the initial fuel composition,
e.g., the aromatic and aliphatic fuel content in the fuel mixture, as well as the temperature have a significant effect on the
nanostructure of the soot particles.7 Furthermore, under engine conditions not only the fuel and temperature, but also
parameters like injection timing, turbulence intensity, exhaust
gas recirculation level and the pressure impact the soot structures.8–11

It is known that the soot nanostructure greatly influences the
reactivity of the soot e.g. oxidation rates.12 Soot that incorporates curved graphitic planes has a higher reactivity towards
oxidation due to the molecular strain. Additionally, as a result
of a better accessibility of C atoms on the edge sites, an amorphous structure shows higher reactivity.13 Moreover, it is
known that the chemical composition of the particles, as well
as the particle size, does plays a role on health,14 although the
precise relationship is not well understood.15
Accounting for these phenomena is challenging, as the step
from the gas-phase towards the particle phase during combustion, the so-called soot inception, is poorly understood. The
most widely accepted mechanism for modeling soot particle
inception is the irreversible dimerization of two PAH due to
π-π interactions, with the smallest dimerizing PAH being
pyrene, due to its thermal stability.16–19 Experiments have
shown that the size distribution of soot particles in flames
exhibits a bimodal behavior,20 which may be well reproduced
by assuming physical dimerization as the soot inception
step.21,22 Furthermore, experimental evidence of excimers of
aromatic aggregates in flames suggests that physical dimerization plays a role.23
While π-π interactions of pyrene may be strong enough to
plausibly describe the formation of dimers under flame conditions,19,24 there have been concerns regarding the dimerization
mechanism of pyrene.22,25–27 From dimerization equilibrium
constants28,29 it appears that pyrene dimerization due to Van
der Waals forces is unlikely to play a role in nucleation at
combustion temperatures, and an investigation of the potential
energy surface (PES) by Violi et al. supports this finding.27
Nonetheless, species larger than pyrene like ovalene and hexacoronene may be involved in the nucleation step by dimeriza-
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tion due to Van der Waals forces as the polarizability increases due to the larger aromatic plane.26,27 The concentration of
these species in the gas-phase during combustion is low,22
however, and soot inception was shown to occur before the
peak concentration of these species.30 Additionally, Violi et
al. showed that smaller PAH substituted with aliphatic chains
are more likely to form dimers.27,31
Since small PAH have too weak Van der Waals interactions to
account for the irreversible dimerization, Eaves et al. introduced reversibility to the physical dimerization term in a nucleation study.32,33 In order to reproduce experimental findings a chemical bond formation term, describing chemical
bonding of PAHs and hence soot inception, was introduced to
reduce the reversibility and thereby accounting for the soot
inception. The formation of chemical bonds is also assumed in
other models34–39 to account for the high temperature soot
inception and recent experimental studies support these findings.40,41 Despite all these previous studies, several issues
remain to be worked out and bond formation between soot
precursors is not well understood.
Nevertheless, in order to derive expressions for these chemical
bond formations theoretical molecular modeling studies need
to be performed. Ab initio methods are to date computationally too expensive to get accurate kinetics of the chemical bond
formation between larger PAH due to the large number of
electrons involved. As a result these rates are usually extrapolated from calculations on smaller aromatics.42 Another molecular modeling approach to study the chemical growth on
large PAH is based on kinetic Monte-Carlo calculations where
chemical growth of a seed molecule is considered and was
developed by Violi et al.43,44 In this approach it is possible to
differentiate nanostructures of soot particles based on different
fuels, suggesting that aromatic fuels tend to produce more bent
aromatic structures than aliphatic fuels.38,45,46 Another recent
approach used for modeling soot inception and combustion
processes is based on reactive force field molecular dynamics
(ReaxFF).47 This molecular modeling approach uses a force
field that calculates bond orders between atoms, based on the
interatomic distance and atomic charges, hence allowing for
bond breaking and formation. The force field parameterization uses quantum mechanical calculations, which leads to
accuracies close to ab initio methods, while retaining computational efficiency close to classical force field calculations.
Using this methodology, soot formation has been investigated
in several studies. Zhang et al. modeled carbon black formation from acetylene and methane pyrolysis under high
pressures using ReaxFF.48,49 They found that during the pyrolysis small radicals first polymerize into longer chains, that
in turn form ring structures and finally coalesce into one large
particle. Han et al. modeled the combustion of a 24component fuel to investigate the soot inception process using
ReaxFF.50 They interestingly showed that soot formation
followed three distinct stages: the formation of the first ring,
coalescence of smaller molecules into bigger structures and
finally a graphitization stage. Furthermore, Mao et al. modeled physical and chemical soot nucleation of intermediatesized PAH using ReaxFF by modeling homo-molecular dimerization at different temperatures, producing dimerization kinetics of physically and chemically bound PAH in dependence
of the temperature.51,52 They showed that in dependence of the
size of the PAH the temperature at which physical dimerization occurs differs, while homo-molecular bond formation
only occurred at elevated temperatures independent of the

PAH size.51 In a further study they investigated the kinetics
and lifetime of homobinary collision of PAH molecules and
radicals.53 They revealed an influence of molecular size, the
number of radical sites in the molecule and the temperature on
the dynamics of the dimerization process. Additionally they
showed that metal atoms could assist bond formation between
PAH.54 Yuan et al. showed that an estimated mixture of small
PAH and smaller radicals, which are found in abundance
during combustion, produces large molecules using ReaxFF at
experimental flame temperatures.55 They showed that with
different mixtures of PAH and radicals the polymerization
process between PAH follows different pathways. They notably found that at low temperatures the soot formation mechanism is governed by physical forces and direct carbon addition, while at higher temperatures radical reactions play a
more dominant role.55
Wang categorized the soot nucleation process into three pathways:56 the first being the stepwise growth of soot from addition of smaller molecules, the second being dimerization of
soot precursor molecules due to π-π-interactions and the third
being the reactive bond formation (also called coalescence)
between soot precursor molecules. In the present study the
third pathway is investigated and chemical bond formation
between soot precursor molecules is modeled in order to understand structural differences of nascent soot particles. For
this a multiscale coupled approach of reactor kinetics modeling and molecular dynamics is employed, in order to map out
a wide range of combustion conditions. To achieve this goal a
gas-phase reactive system composition is obtained from a
homogeneous reactor simulation under different thermodynamic conditions, including initial fuel composition, equivalence ratio and temperature. The gas-phase mixture is then
post processed, as detailed in the methodology section. This is
done in order to make it suitable to run atomistic reactive force
field calculations with the extracted gas phase. Essentially,
smaller molecules are filtered out, while the PAH that potentially could contribute to soot or BSU formation through bond
formation, the so-called soot precursors, are conserved and
their chemical growth is modeled using ReaxFF. It is expected that due to the compositional differences in the soot
precursor pool, the growth and as a result the nanostructure of
the soot will differ. Here, we propose a way to rationalize the
expected correlation between the initial conditions and the
resulting soot nanostructure. This would allow for a better
understanding of the differences in molecular structure of
nascent soot based on the combustion conditions and could
therefore help to explain the differences in oxidation behavior.
Methodology
Phenomenological kinetics modeling. The fuel combustion
was simulated in a closed homogeneous reactor as implemented in the Chemkin software57 under constant pressure and
constant temperature. Simulations were run for 0.2 seconds at
a pressure of 10 atm to approach internal combustion engines
thermodynamic conditions. The fuel mixture was varied from
100 mol% n-decane to 100 mol% toluene, in a stepwise substitution of 20 mol% in order to test the influence of aromatic
and aliphatic content in the fuel on the structure of the generated soot. The detailed chemical kinetic mechanism of Raj et
al.58 was used as it allows simulating reactivity of gasoline and
diesel surrogates and includes PAH growth up to coronene.
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Figure 1. PAH considered for the generation of the precursor pool for the ReaxFF simulations. (a) pyrene, (b) 1-pyrenyl radical, (c) 2pyrenyl radical (d) 3-pyrenyl radical, (e) 1-(1-pyrenyl)acetylene, (f) 1-(2-pyrenyl)acetylene, (g) 1-(4-pyrenyl)acetylene, (h) cyclopenta[cd]pyrene, (i) cyclopenta[1,2]phenalen, (j) fluoranthene, (k) chrysene, (l) benzo[a]pyrene, (m) benzo[e]pyrene, (n) perylene, (o) benzo[ghi]perylene, (p) anthanthrene, (q) coronene.

The mechanism proposed by Raj et al.58 was validated against
fuel-rich premixed sooting flames. Especially PAH concentration profiles in this mechanism could be improved in regard
to earlier mechanisms.58,59 There are few other publiclyavailable mechanisms to predict large PAH formation covering aromatic-containing surrogate mixtures of commercial
liquid fuels,60–62 and several newly developed mechanisms
have Raj’s mechanism as a basis to predict the formation of
larger PAH.59,63–65 As a result, the PAH formation from Raj’s
mechanism and updated versions of the mechanism has been
validated in several experimental studies.58,59,65,66 Testing
updated versions for the generation of the soot precursor pools
gave similar results as using Raj’s mechanism, hence reassuring the validity of the approach.
The temperature ranges from 1400 K to 2000 K, in steps of
200 degrees, and is kept constant in the closed homogeneous
reactor over the simulation time. This is done in order to
decouple the thermal and chemical impact of fuel composition
by performing the precursor pool generation at fixed temperatures and pressures, allowing a careful comparison of the
impact of fuel composition on precursors pool. The tested
equivalence ratio Φ (the mixtures description is given in the
Supporting Material) ranges from 2.5 to 5 with steps of 0.5.
Both the temperature range and equivalence ratios were chosen to cover combustion conditions that are known to produce
soot.67,68 The Chemkin output is post-processed to extract a
precursor pool for the initial configuration of the ReaxFF
simulations to describe the soot growth reactions on soot
BSUs. For example, small non-reactive molecules like molecular nitrogen, were filtered out, since they increase the
number of atoms to be taken into account, thereby increasing
the computation time. The objective is then to select a representative onset of soot formation from the chemical kinetic
calculations performed. Experimental results show that pyrene mole fraction in the gas phase is closely related to the
soot onset.30 For this reason we identified the pyrene mole

fraction as an indicator for the soot inception. Furthermore,
rate-of-production analyses based on Raj’s mechanism (see
Supplementary Materials for a detailed discussion) tend to
indicate that the PAH production larger than pyrene is mainly
the result of pyrene consumption.58 Hence, under fuel-rich
conditions and temperatures beneath 2000 K, a peak in the
pyrene mole fraction indicates a conversion of pyrene into
larger species and therefore can be assumed to indicate the
onset of soot inception. To get a consistent description of the
gas-phase composition prior to soot inception, we selected the
point at which half of the maximum of the mole fraction of
pyrene is reached within the 0.2 s simulation time.
Still, the pyrene mole fraction is typically present at the ppm
scale; a corresponding molecular simulation box containing
only one pyrene molecule, would comprise almost one million
other molecules. This yields an ensemble with a total number
of atoms (N) close to tens of millions of atoms, thereby assuming that each molecule possesses an average 10 atoms.
Such systems become too large for daily routine molecular
dynamics simulations. Therefore, selection criteria were
applied. The first criterion ensures that half of the maximum
mole fraction of pyrene exceeds the ppm-level in order to
assure that a sufficient number of soot precursors are present.
The second criterion is to select only aromatic molecules with
four or more rings and to discard the mole fractions of smaller
molecules in the MD simulations. This latter criterion ensures
the presence of pyrene and PAH of the size of pyrene, which
has been shown crucial in soot formation experiments.19,20,23,24,30,69 On the other hand, if the smaller-sized
aliphatics and aromatics would be included, they would dominate the gaz phase composition. However, since their composition hardly changes under the considered thermochemical
conditions, the overall gaz-phase composition used in the
ReaxFF simulations would barely change.
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Figure 2. Extracted soot precursor compositions for all fuel mixtures at equivalence ratio 3.5 and temperatures of 1400 K and 2000
K. Note that the pie-chart at 1400 K and 20% n-decane/80% toluene is not depicted, since the selection criteria for pyrene are not
get reached (see section 2.1).

The considered molecules are shown in figure 1. The presented pool of considered molecules may not necessarily represent
the actual gas phase under experimental conditions, since it
lacks molecules smaller than pyrene and also other PAH potentially present in the gas phase. The Raj mechanism was
chosen in the Chemkin calculations, as it gives a reasonable
distribution of PAH. The selected PAH include several features which contribution to the bond formation mechanism
between PAH is investigated in this study, like aliphatic side
chains, five membered rings, different aromatic sites and
radicals.70–74
Based on the above-mentioned selection criteria we generated
a ReaxFF-input gas mixture. The total mole fraction of the
selected PAH varies between 10 and 900 ppm of the total
mole fraction of the initial gas phase when changing the temperature, equivalence ratio and fuel compositions. To normalize the compositions, the individual PAH mole fractions were
summarized and the percentage distributions of the PAH mole
fractions in the sum were used to account for the number of
molecules in the ReaxFF simulation, in order to obtain molecular dynamics boxes with a maximum of 100 molecules for
each of the different compositions. The extracted compositions from the Chemkin calculations are given in figures S1S4 and tables S2–S7 in the Supplementary Material.
Reactive force field molecular dynamics. The ReaxFF
calculations were performed using the SCM ADF modeling
suite75 within the NVT ensemble at 2500 K with a NoséHoover thermostat, a damping constant of 10 fs and a time
step of 0.1 fs and employing the force field published by
Chenoweth et al.76 This fixed, relatively high temperature was
chosen in order to accelerate the occurrence of chemical reactions, thereby reducing the computation times, without significantly alternating the reaction paths. This artificial speedup is
quite common practice77–82 and was also recently used by Mao
et al.51 on similar molecular systems. Simulations at lower
temperatures (e.g., 2000 K) executed with longer simulations
times indeed showed similar results supporting this assumption.
The density of the simulation boxes was chosen to correspond
to the pressure of 10 atm used in the Chemkin calculations,
which correspond to densities representative of real engine

conditions.83 Hence, the densities of the different soot precursor mixtures vary from 0.013 to 0.015 g/cm3. The statistics of
the MD simulations were improved by using three different
initial starting geometries for each condition. The different
initial geometries, i.e. different initial atomic coordinates and
initial velocities, are used in order to limit a bias towards a
certain reaction due to an immediate vicinity of two molecules
at the beginning of the calculation.
All systems were thermochemically equilibrated for 100 ps at
2500 K with the reactivity turned off by preventing bond
orders to change between atoms. After equilibration of the
temperature, the bond order algorithm of ReaxFF was turned
on, to allow for bond breaking and formation. The simulations were run for 2 ns. At the end of each calculation, every
structure which molecular weight exceeded the initial maximal
mole mass of the starting composition, was detected as a
growth-structure. Thereafter, the structural features and reaction pathway of each growth structure detected has been investigated.
Results & Discussion
Impact of the combustion conditions on the soot precursor
pool. Scanning the above mentioned different fuel mixtures,
equivalence ratios and temperatures, 144 different conditions
were tested from which it was possible to generate 128 distinct
PAH mixtures, following the selection criteria to generate the
input compositions for the MD calculations. Figure 2 shows
the extracted compositions obtained from the Chemkin calculations for a number of cases. All compositions over the range
of conditions studied is shown and discussed in the supplementary material. The impact of the equivalence ratio on the
extracted precursor mixture composition was found to remain
modest over the investigated range of 2.5 to 5.0, although it
has a significantly larger impact at Ф < 2.5.69,84 However,
since soot formation is the target of this study, we only tested
fuel-rich mixtures (Ф > 2.5), as soot is most likely to form
under these conditions. Hence, the compositions are shown
for only one (i.e. the median) equivalence ratio.
Figure 2 shows the principal compositions as extracted from
the Chemkin calculations for two illustrative cases at the minimum (1400 K) and maximum (2000 K) temperatures. The
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compositions for all other studied cases can be found in the
supplementary materials. From Figure 2 it follows that at both
temperatures the pyrene content steadily increases upon increasing the aromatic content in the fuel. At 1400 K the toluene-rich fuel compounds almost exclusively yield pyrene,
while at 2000 K especially at aliphatic-rich fuels, the obtained
mixtures contain acetylated-pyrenes.

Figure 3. Rate of production of pyrene by the addition of smaller
aliphatic species to aromatic molecules (solid line) and the reaction of equally-sized aromatic molecules (dashed line) as a function of time (s). The contribution of these two distinct pathways
for the pyrene production are shown for three distinct fuel mixtures and all temperatures at eq. ratio 3.5.

Rate-of-production analyses of pyrene in Raj’s mechanism
show that one can distinguish the production of pyrene into
two separate pathways: 1) formation of pyrene by the addition
reaction of two, roughly equally-sized, aromatic species and 2)
the stepwise addition of smaller (aliphatic) fragments to an
aromatic molecule. The influence of temperature and fuel
mixture on the percentage contribution of these two pathways
towards the production of pyrene is depicted in Figure 3. A
detailed discussion of the rate-of-production- analysis of the
formation of pyrene by the seven most contributing reactions
is given in the supplementary material.
Figure 3 clearly shows that at 1400 K almost all pyrene production results from the stepwise addition reaction of equally
sized aromatic species with one another (dashed line). Only
for short periods in the time simulated, the pathway by addition of aliphatic species gains significance. A change of fuel
influences the contribution of the pathways only in a minor
fashion at 1400 K and the pathway of pyrene formation by

reaction of two aromatic species remains dominant. The
pathway of pyrene formation by addition of smaller aliphatics
to aromatics (solid line) gains significance at temperatures
above 1400 K, which results from a larger mole fraction of
small aliphatic species and radicals in the gas phase due to a
faster fragmentation of the fuel molecules at increased temperatures In Raj’s mechanism, the growth of species larger
than pyrene is described by the stepwise addition of acetylene
to PAH radicals. This process is known as the hydrogen abstraction - C2H2 - addition (HACA) mechanism and widely
accepted for soot surface growth.16,85–88 The only species
included in the extracted precursor compositions that does not
follow this growth mechanism is fluoranthene (Figure 1j).
The reactions involving small molecules (solid lines in Figure
3) gain in significance with increasing temperatures, owning
to an increased fuel consumption and faster fragmentation of
the fuel molecules with increasing temperatures. As a result,
the amount of small radicals found in the gas phase increases
and the pathways leading to pyrene and larger PAH by addition of smaller radicals to aromatics is favored. Therefore, at
elevated temperatures also PAH other than pyrene are more
present. As the growth pathways of these PAH in Raj’s
mechanism imply the HACA mechanism, the increased acetylene mole fraction – resulting from the faster fuel fragmentation at increased temperatures – is the reason for the higher
diversity of the soot precursor pool compositions with increasing temperature.
The influence of the fuel mixture on the diversity of the extracted precursor pools follows the same trends. In Raj’s
mechanism, the growth of pyrene and larger aromatics from ndecane is described by the fragmentation of n-decane into
smaller radicals followed by the recombination to form aromatic species. For toluene-rich fuels, pyrene growth is significantly different, since toluene and its fragmentation products
already consist of an aromatic ring. As a result, the formation
of pyrene from toluene follows a more direct path in Raj’s
mechanism and a significant amount of toluene directly forms
pyrene, without being first decomposed into smaller radicals.
Less acetylene is therefore present in the gas phase and hence
the HACA-pathway slows down. This is also shown in figure
3, where with increasing amounts of toluene in the fuel mixture, the pathway for pyrene formation by reaction of two
aromatic species gains significance.
Another mentionable observation involves the pyrenyl radicals
in the soot precursor pool. While the mole fraction of these
radicals is very low in the gas phase at lower temperatures
(<1800 K), it increases with rising temperature, which may
affect the extracted soot precursor pools at these temperatures.
Furthermore, neither chrysene nor perylene showed high
enough mole fractions in the gas phase for any soot precursor
pool composition.
Common properties to all detected growth structures. At
the end of the ReaxFF simulations, all structures that underwent some kind of growth reaction were analyzed. A total of
449 individual growth structures was obtained from all calculations run for the tested 128 soot precursor compositions.
The abundancy of each generated structure was plotted against
its molecular mass for all fuel mixtures, equivalence ratios and
temperatures (Fig. 4). This plot is similar to experimental
mass spectra distributions measured in the soot inception
zone.42,69,89,90 The main peak at a molecular mass of 402 g/mol
notably matches the molecular formula of C32H18, which corresponds to the product of two pyrenyl radicals. As pyrene is
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Figure 4. Mass distribution of all generated structures grown
from soot precursors for all fuel mixtures, equivalence ratios and
temperatures. The main peaks correspond to the following sum
formula: C26H15 = 327 g/mol; C30H16 = 376 g/mol; C32H18 = 402
g/mol; C34H18 = 426 g/mol; C36H20 = 452 g/mol.

the most abundant species in the compositions, it is not surprising that the most prominent product corresponds to the
reaction of two pyrene molecules. In fact, over 50% of the
total structures generated had pyrene as a reactant and 100%
of these structures had either pyrene, pyrenyl radical or acetylenated pyrene as a reactant. This leads to the assumption that
the precursor pool extracted from Raj’s mechanism is missing
possible other PAH than pyrene that can form in the gas-phase
other. This is taken into account, but since pyrene is a good
substitute for the general properties of PAH the results obtained can nonetheless be considered to be representative.
Figure 5 shows the number of H-atoms present in the product
molecule as a function of the number of C-atoms. This figure
puts forward that upon increasing carbon content (and thus
molecular mass), the H/C ratio converges to a value larger
than 0.5. Again one can find that these plots are comparable
to experimental studies in which H/C ratios around 0.5 were
found in the soot inception zone in experimental flames for the
largest species.42,69,89,90
The generated structures possess, in average, between seven
and eight aromatic rings. This finding is consistent with a
HRTEM analysis by Botero et al., who estimated the number
of rings of a fringe found in soot particles based on the fringe
length.91 Furthermore, 18% of the structures include one or
more rings with an odd number of C-atoms, leading to a stress
in the graphitic plane and as a result to a more bend structure.
This finding is consistent with other modeling studies,92–94 as
well as a recent atomic force microscopy study by Schulz et
al.40 on soot precursors in the inception regime, showing that
odd-numbered rings are found in nascent soot particles. In
general, all features observed by Schulz et al., i.e. linked aromatic moieties, aromatic moieties with sidechains and large
PAH with 7 or more rings were reproduced by the present
study. Furthermore, Adamson et al. showed in a recent mass
spectra study that aliphatic links between aromatic moieties
and also aliphatic sidechains are found in nascent soot particles.41 These features are also found in the structures created
with our coupled Chemkin ReaxFF approach as 47% of the
total structures generated exhibit sidechains, 36% of the total
structures are aliphatically linked and 32% are directly linked.
Impact of combustion conditions on structural differences.
The number of growth structures detected at the end of the

Figure 5. Number of H-atoms over the number of C-atoms
found for all generated structures grown from soot precursors
for all fuel mixtures, equivalence ratios and temperatures. The
solid line depicts the values for an H/C ratio of 0.5.
ReaxFF calculations are averaged for the whole range of two
parameters and varying the third parameter in Figures 6a-c.
This is done in order to show the influence of the third parameter on the growth through, e.g. chemical dimerization or
fragment addition. For example, Figure 6a reports the detected growth structures averaged for the whole range of temperatures and equivalence ratios, at distinguished percentages of ndecane in the n-decane/toluene fuel mixture. This better illustrates the impact of soot precursor composition change resulting from one of the tested parameters and subsequently the
bond formation between PAH.
While the average number of detected growth structures remains rather constant over the range of tested fuel mixtures
and equivalence ratios, one can distinguish a linear increase of
the growth structures detected with increasing temperature
used in the Chemkin calculations. Since all molecular dynamics simulations are realized at 2500 K, this increase must be
attributed to changes in the composition resulting from the
Chemkin calculations. Indeed, higher radical concentrations,
e.g. pyrenyl radicals, are found with increasing temperatures,
in line with the higher radical concentration found in precursor
pools in experiments, thereby enhancing chemical growth.95,96
Moreover, the pyrenyl radicals are found to decompose in
some cases into smaller resonance-stabilized radical species,
which in turn can produce PAH radicals through Habstraction. The latter can then react with each other, or be
involved in additional reactions with other PAH.
Another group of species that proved to contribute largely
towards the reactivity are acetylenated pyrenes. These species
may account for the difference between structures generated at
1400 K and 1600 K. While the compositions obtained at 1400
K are dominated by pyrene, the compositions obtained at 1600
K are more diverse and also have higher numbers of acetylenated pyrene entities. Due to the presence of an acetylene
side chain, a radical addition at the end of the sidechain is
sterically less hindered than in the absence of a side chain.
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Figure 6. Average number of chemical growth products for all ReaxFF calculations as a function of (a) fuel composition, (b) temperature
and (c) equivalence ratio.

Figure 7. Representative structures of the three groups used to show their structural differentiation. Left: aromatic directly linked hydrocarbon structure; middle: aromatic pericondensed polycyclic hydrocarbon structure; right: aromatic aliphatically linked hydrocarbon structure.

All generated species from our MD simulations could be
categorized into three main classes on basis of their chemical
structure. The first class envelopes all structures with directly
linked aromatic moieties. Structures exhibiting this feature are
in the following referred to as aromatic directly linked hydrocarbon structures (ADLH). This means that the two aromatic
pericondensed planes are directly linked to one another, without additional C-atoms between the aromatic moieties. The
second class assembles the molecules that exhibit one
pericondensed polycyclic plane as main feature and are termed
aromatic pericondensed polycyclic hydrocarbon structures
(APPH). The third class comprises molecules exhibiting two
or more aromatic moieties linked by aliphatic chains, in the
following referred to as aromatic aliphatically linked hydrocarbons (AALH). Representatives of the structural different
groups are depicted in figure 7.
The evolution of these three classes as a function of the fuel
mixture is shown in figure 8. While there is no clear trend for
the ADLH and APPH structures, there is a clear linear trend
for the AALH structures. The formation of AALH structures
increases with the aliphatic content of the fuel mixture. The
findings of Adamson et al.41 strongly support the importance
of aliphatic links between aromatic moieties in nascent soot
particles, but their study did not span a range of fuel compositions.
The generated structures can also be classified according to
the presence of aliphatic sidechains. The occurrence of aliphatic sidechains as a function of the fuel mixture composition
is shown in Figure 9. The atomic force microscopy study of
Schulz et al. shows that sidechains commonly occur in early
soot structures.40 In addition, Adamson et al. found aliphatic
sidechains in soot precursors using mass spectrometry.41

To study functional groups on soot surfaces experimentally,
FT-IR spectroscopy has been previously used to probe the
nature and content of C-H functional groups. Using this approach Jaramillo et al. found that soot formed from pure aromatic fuels has a higher sp2/sp3 ratio (i.e. it contains less aliphatic C-H groups) than soot formed from aliphatic fuels.97
Interestingly, they also found that soot formed from mixtures
of aliphatic and aromatic fuels have a sp2/sp3 ratio that is even
smaller than the ratio for pure aliphatic fuels, and thus even
contains more aliphatic C-H groups than soot formed from
pure aliphatic compounds, which has also been confirmed in a
study by Liu et al.98
In our study the average number of carbon atoms found in a
link between PAH is two, corresponding to an ethyl bridge,
and the average number of carbon atoms found in a sidechain
is four. The average ratio of carbon atoms present in a
sidechain or bridge to carbon atoms in pericondensed rings is
0.13 for soot structures formed by pure n-decane, and 0.12 for
soot structures formed by pure toluene. Soot formed from
mixtures of n-decane and toluene in general exhibit a higher
ratio of “sidechain/bridge” carbon to “pericondensed rings”
carbon than the pure compounds.
Hence, our results are in line with the FT-IR studies of Jaramillo et al. and Liu et al. Yet, a direct comparison of our
results with the FT-IR studies is not straightforward. In the
FT-IR studies the ratio of sp3 (aliphatic) carbon to sp2 carbon
in pericondensed rings is measured by comparing the relative
peak heights of the C=C stretching mode and the aliphatic CH stretching mode, since the aromatic C-H stretching modes
and the acetylenic C-H stretching modes are “hidden” behind
the broad O-H stretching mode.99 However, the sidechains in
this study might contain unsaturations and these could not be
distinguished from the aromatic vibrations in the FT-IR stud
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Figure 8. The average number of grown soot structures through
bond formation for all calculations at all temperatures, equivalence ratios and fuel mixtures with different structural features,
plotted as a function of the fuel mixture. The vertical bars represent the respective errors. An explanation why the sum of average growth structures (like in Figure 9) does not necessarily
match the average value reported in Figure 6 is given in the supplementary material

ies. Interestingly, in Raman spectroscopy studies, Le et al.
found a peak corresponding to sp-hybridized carbon structures
in soot formed from low pressure ethylene soot, indicating the
presence of such poly-yne sidechains,100 which were also
detected in our theoretical study.
In the present study, the correlation between the fuel composition and the growth structures containing aliphatic links and/or
sidechains is related to the soot precursor compositions extracted from Chemkin being more diverse for aliphatic-rich
fuels than for aromatic-rich fuels (cf. Figure 2). As a result of
the higher diversity and the higher amount of PAH possessing
a sidechain, reactions occurring on carbon atoms in a
sidechain become more probable. Furthermore, after a bond
formation between two PAH has occurred the growth structure
is more likely to possess a sidechain, because one of the reactants already possessed a sidechain. The established correlation between the (aliphatic) decane content in the fuel mixture
and the detected number of growth structures containing aliphatically linked structures and/or sidechains thus seems plausible, since the concentrations of aliphatic molecules and
aliphatic radicals are higher for aliphatic fuels than for aromatic fuels in the gas phase during combustion. Hence, the
addition of these species to PAH radicals occurs more frequently.
Analysis of the most common reaction pathways. Based on
the above described structural differentiation of ADLH, APPH
and AALH structures, one can investigate the most common
reaction pathways that lead to these structures. In this context
it is important to note that all three structure types have a
common initiation reaction, i.e., the production of radicals
through the dissociation of smaller species from the PAH,
thereby stressing its importance. Apart from C-H dissociation, the dissociation of an acetylenyl-radical from an
acetylenated PAH also occurs frequently. Furthermore, resonance stabilized radicals, which have been shown to play a
crucial role in PAH and soot formation,39 have been detected
during the bond formation between PAH. However, in this.
study no increased reactivity from these species could be
detected.

Figure 9. The average number of detected growth structures
for all calculations at all temperatures, equivalence ratios and
fuel mixtures with and without sidechains, plotted as a function of the fuel mixture. The vertical bars represent the respective errors.
The ADLH structures are created by a direct addition of one
PAH radical to either another PAH radical or a non-radical
PAH, usually followed by an H-dissociation, or occasionally
by a C2H-dissociation. A general representation of the common reaction pathway is depicted in figure 8, where the
ADLH structure is highlighted in red. In some cases, an addition to a PAH with a sidechain at the position of the sidechain
could be observed. However, this pathway is far less common
due to steric hindrance.
Under the conditions investigated, the most commonly encountered reaction pathways for AALH structures are twofold.
The pathway is either initiated by the addition of a PAH radical to the sidechain of another PAH or a direct addition of a
PAH radical to another PAH followed by a ring opening,
hence leading to an aliphatic link between the two aromatic
sheets. Since the presence of PAH with aliphatic side chains
in the initial compositions is less marked, the ring openings of
ADLH structures are more frequently observed than direct
addition to the aliphatic side chain of another PAH. For this
reason, one of the aromatic moieties of the AALH structures
consists of less than 4 rings. A general schematic representation of the two pathways observed is depicted in figure 8,
where the AALH structure is highlighted in green.
The unstable AALH structures further evolve into APPH
structures through rearrangement, leading to ring closure and
the production of one pericondensed plane. Ring opening and
rearrangement reactions have been known to play a role in the
growth and stabilization on graphene and PAH surfaces.93,101
For a better understanding a general diagram of the growth
pathways of APPH structures is depicted in figure 8, in which
the APPH structure is highlighted in blue. In principle, a
direct transition from an ADLH structure to an APPH structure is also possible in some cases. This was also observed
during the simulations. This reaction was less frequent, however, compared to the route through a ring opening leading to
an AALH structure first.
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Figure 10. A schematic depiction of the most representative
reaction pathways for the most commonly found structures. The
product for each structural group are highlighted in color. In order
to help comprehension only forward reactions are shown. Videos
of an example reaction pathway for each of the different structural
groups can be found in the supporting material.

As shown in figure 4 the range of molecular masses is broad,
ranging from 264 to 627 g/mol. Hence, also the growth
through smaller species would have to take place and was
observed during the simulations. These species were generated by the dissociation of small, aliphatic species from PAH
that either already possess a side chain or where the side chain
is formed after a ring opening. The latter route also leads to
smaller-sized radicals and resonance-stabilized radicals.
These species influence the growth by addition to PAH leading to growth products of different structures and masses.
Figure 8 hence generalizes the most common reaction pathways. It is also important to note that each reaction is in principle reversible in the molecular dynamics simulations, but
they are depicted only as forward reaction for better comprehension in figure 8. Therefore, a ring opening can be followed
by a ring closure or a dissociation reaction by a recombination
and vice versa. Furthermore, it was found that H-migration
plays a significant role in the bond formation process. Rapid
migrations of hydrogen atoms on the PAH and assisted ring
opening and rearrangement reactions could be observed. This
finding is consistent with earlier findings of Frenklach et al.102
who observed that similar migration reactions also assist the
growth of PAH through addition of smaller species.
Short videos of the most important observed reaction pathways of the different structural groups during the molecular
dynamics simulation are provided in the Supporting Material.

Conclusions
In this theoretical study the ability of a multiscale modeling
methodology was assessed to investigate bond formation of
soot precursors as a function of thermodynamic and chemical
conditions on the structural features of these reaction products.
This approach is based on PAH concentrations generated from
detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms and reactive force field
molecular dynamics.
The structures obtained by our simulations compare well with
those obtained from experiments, and thus validates our theoretical approach to simulate PAH growth by chemical bond
formation in the selected conditions. Due to selection criteria
of the molecules generated by the macroscopic gas-phase
kinetic calculations, the molecular dynamics calculations with
ReaxFF calculations focus on relatively large PAH to investigate the growth through bond formation. Hence, most of the
structures presented do not involve products of the interaction
of PAH with smaller aromatic or aliphatic species. In addition, small radicals and radicals in general have been found to
aid soot growth, but this needs to be investigated further.
Furthermore, structural changes due to oxidation or oxygenated species have not yet been considered in the current approach. Nonetheless, the comparison clearly indicates that the
methodology is able to reproduce species with properties
similar to those found in experimental flames and that bond
formation between PAH is a process that needs to be taken
into account in soot inception.
Furthermore, the resulting structures where lumped into classes based on structurally different features and correlated to
the fuel composition. It is concluded that soot precursor molecules possess more aliphatic links if the aliphatic content of
the parent fuel is higher. The same correlation could be found
for aliphatic side chains to the aliphatic content of the parent
fuel used to generate the initial precursor pool. While Adamson et al. provided evidence for the presence of these aliphatic sidechains and links in nascent soot particles using
mass spectroscopy,41 an impact of the fuel composition on
these aliphatic moieties in nascent soot particles reported here,
remains to be investigated experimentally.
The most frequently observed reaction pathways were analyzed and the most common structures are in general found to
be achieved through analogous reactions. In addition, it was
found that H-migration often assists the bond formation, leading to ring-opening and rearrangements inside the reaction
product that leads to stabilization.
This study shows the importance to include bond formation
between PAH in the soot inception mechanism. By taking
into account chemical bond formation between PAH, we were
able to produce physical properties found in soot inception.
Additionally, a wide variety of structures could be generated
having a large range of structural features, that could also be
found in a structural study at the atomistic level.40 This
demonstrates that bond formation between PAH can lead to a
variety of products and thus must be included into the modeling of soot inception and soot growth, as it would enable the
description of the rampant growth of soot precursors that
cannot be achieved by stepwise addition of smaller species to
PAHs.
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ABBREVIATIONS
PAH Polyaromatic hydrocarbon
BSU basic structural unit
ROP Rate of production
ADLH Aromatic directly linked hydrocarbon
AALH Aromatic aliphatically linked hydrocarbon
APPH Aromatic pericondensed polycyclic hydrocarbon
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